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There are certain looks or styles that reign over a period of time but some people know what looks to embrace and which ones to wisely steer away from. Another thing that truly impresses me are women that wear little or no makeup. They just cleverly highlight their pluses and look so natural. This same theme also applies to natural hair.

Now, I am first to admit that not all women are blessed with lustrous locks and as such cannot pull this look off. But there is something about a full ‘fro that commands attention. The bounce and richness in texture is very appealing. But do not be fooled, maintaining natural hair is not an easy task! You also have to be quite innovative with the albeit restricted styles available. But one thing you have to give women who adorn it, is their air of confidence. They seem to send the ‘I-am-a-natural-black-woman’ message so strongly which makes them rather appealing to the eye! They flaunt their crowing glory for all to see and you cannot but admire their courage for breaking away from the norm. The Natural Woman is proud of her roots and not afraid to flaunt it!
It was a fusion of cultures as the city of Abuja played host to the 5th edition of the Tony Elumelu Foundation Entrepreneurship Forum. The Forum hosted 5 African Presidents, 60 speakers across 3 continents, private sector leaders, international organisations and thousands of young African entrepreneurs gathered at the iconic Transcorp Hilton on July 26 & 27 attending what has become the most influential gathering of the African entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Moderated by renowned American journalist and one of CNN’s show hosts, Fareed Zakari, the speakers on the Presidential Debate included H.E. Paul Kagame, President, Republic of Rwanda; H.E. Félix Tshisekedi, President, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC); H.E. (Prof.) Yemi Osinbajo (SAN), Vice President, Federal Republic of Nigeria; and Hon (Dr.) Ruhakana Rugunda, Prime Minister, Republic of Uganda, representing the President of Uganda, H.E. Yoweri Museveni.

'TEF Founder Tony O. Elumelu, CON, led the private sector panel. The panel on healthcare was moderated by Dr. Awele Elumelu, Trustee, Tony Elumelu Foundation and Founder/CEO, Avon Medical Practice, and featured speakers from development organisations and first ladies of several African countries.

On the sidelines, the UBA Marketplace showcased the products and creativity of African entrepreneurs. More than 150 stalls displayed wares from some of Africa’s most promising entrepreneurs.

In 5 years, the TEF Forum has become an unmissable event on the global entrepreneurship calendar. The Forum showcased the potential of African unity and provided a platform for ongoing conversations on empowering African entrepreneurs.
The Chief Executive Officer of "Festive Occassion," Lynda Adeboye, recently rolled out red carpet to mark her 50th birthday in a grand style.

The event, Tagged "Dinner and Dance," took place in a beautiful tent at the Marquee Palme D’or Garden.

Prior to this, a Thanksgiving and Prayer service was held at the celebrant’s country home.
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ROLLS ROYCE ROLLS OUT THE CULLINAN
By Konye Chelsea

It was an evening of fun, exquisite meal and networking when the first ever SUV by Rolls-Royce Motor Car, the Cullinan was recently previewed in Lagos, Nigeria by an exclusive audience at the official residence of the Deputy British High Commissioner to Nigeria in Lagos.

The event afforded select collectors of Rolls-Royce cars and prospective clients to experience the all-new Cullinan in an exclusive luxury setting.

There was a roll call of different variants of Rolls-Royce cars parked on the green lawn before guests were ushered into the expansive dining area for dinner. On the list of the Rolls-Royce’s roll call of honours in addition to the Cullinan were the new Phantom and the Black Badge Ghost.

ROLLS ROYCE CULLINAN

ERNEST AZODUNA, COSMOS MADUKA, AND ROLLS ROYCE EXECUTIVES POSING IN FRONT OF THE CULLINAN

MY GREGORIO, LAURE BEAUVIL, COSMOS MADUKA AND THE ROLLS ROYCE EXECUTIVE

GUESTS AT THE CULLINAN TABLE

THE ROLLS ROYCE CULLINAN

Ernest Azodun, Cosmos Maduka, and Rolls Royce executives posing in front of the Cullinan

MR. OREGOLOLA, LAURE BEAUVIL, COSMOS MADUKA, AND THE ROLLS ROYCE EXECUTIVE

Guest at the dinner table

Cosmos Maduka, John Momoh

Olu okeowo
Dear Reader,

Welcome to the WARIF Survivor Stories Series, a� meaningful feature, where survivors of rape and sexual violence will be shared to motivate and encourage. I ask you to stand with them through their trauma and to support them in their recovery.

The Women at Risk International Foundation (WARIF) is a non-profit organization set up in response to the high incidence of rape, sexual violence and human trafficking of young girls and women in Nigeria. WARIF is successfully addressing this issue through a holistic approach which implements initiatives in education, health and community services.

WARIF offers assistance to survivors of rape and sexual violence at the WARIF rape crisis Centre: a safe haven for full-time trained professionals are available 6 days a week including public holidays to offer immediate medical care, forensic medical examinations, psycho-social counselling and welfare services which include shelter, legal and vocational skills training. These services are provided FREE of charge to any survivor who walks into the Centre.

This is Nkem’s story:

“My parents’ marriage did not work out and we had to move back to our old home, where was the house, was where he lived. One day after a heated argument at the door, my mother arranged for me to be looked after by my mother up and put her into the street. He said marriage wasn’t for us.

We did not go back home after that incident, my mother took us and her right of dignity and we went to live with my father’s mother. Not long after we moved my mother decided to go back to Lagos, she felt there wasn’t much for her in the village and since she had lived there before she could find her way around the markets and maybe sell clothes or jewelry – just to make end meet.

I can still remember the day my mom left, it was very sad in my family. I cried till there were no tears in my eyes. Why was she leaving me? Why did she decide to take my younger brother? What was wrong with her? My family seemed to have lost something. My mother was broken.

I was always so careless with them. He told me to sit on the settee...
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In recent years, natural hair has received so much credit and rightfully so. Women of all ages and colours have embraced their natural hair more than they did before. In the past, many black women swapped rocking their natural locks for chemically relaxed hair. This was simply because they were of the opinion that chemically relaxed hair was much easier to manage and, care for as compared to natural hair, especially, kinky hair. Another reason naturalistas embraced their natural hair the past was the notion that thick and curly hair was not as attractive as glossy, relaxed hair, but this has proven to be a misconception which has resulted in more women opting to wear their natural locks boldly and beautifully turning to styles like braids, dreads and even natural hair wigs sometimes, to keep their own hair from breaking. Women have fully embraced their natural hair, and we can’t help but love this bold beautiful look and statement from naturalistas.

Beginner’s guide to growing healthy natural hair. There’s nothing as freeing as embracing your natural hair, in all its glory. While there are always been women showing off their curls without fear, the natural hair trend has taken off in the last five years. Not only does it look amazing, it’s also healthier for your hair. Thinking of joining the bandwagon? Here are some tips to help you add some length to your healthy and gorgeous mane.

Don’t go too long without cleansing your scalp. Think of your scalp like the foundation to your home. If your foundation isn’t right, then your home won’t be steady. The same thing goes for your hair. If your scalp isn’t healthy and your follicles are damaged (or clogged), it can prevent your hair from growing. It can also result in other issues like scalp acne, dandruff, and alopecia. To further encourage healthy hair, you can incorporate shampoos with growth stimulating ingredients into your routine.

Maintain a healthy diet. Your diet can also influence the health of your hair. A diet rich in proteins, vitamins, iron, and omega oils will promote a healthy scalp and follicles. Vitamin B and C, found in berries and citrus fruits, are also essential for healthy hair. Vitamin-rich foods help the body produce proteins, which results in stronger strands. Foods that are rich in zinc (like lean red meats and seafood) can also prevent dry scalp and brittle hair. This also goes without saying, but drink water. Consuming around eight glasses a day will not only keep your body hydrated, but it’ll positively impact your skin — including your scalp.

Add the right supplement to your routine. Not all supplements that claim to support hair growth are created equal. A lot of hair supplements have no research behind them. Be aware of claims that aren’t backed by science. Keep in mind: A supplement alone is not the solution. When used in conjunction with everything else, you should notice some growth and overall healthier hair.

Pay attention to the ingredients in your products. What gets put on the outside of your body is as important as what gets put in — especially in the name of healthy hair. For optimal health and growth, look for nourishing ingredients in styling products. Look for products that include silk proteins, keratin, ceramides, and natural oils, like avocado and argan. On the flip side, pay extra attention to harmful ingredients like alcohol, sulfates, and artificial fragrances that can damage the scalp and hair shaft.

Take a break between protective styles. A major part of growing (and preserving) the hair on your head is making proper styling choices. In theory, hairstyles like braids, sew in weaves and tight pony tails allow you to do less manipulation to the hair, so you don’t get much breakage. However, they can also make it difficult to actually cleanse your hair and scalp.

Additionally, many protective styles require feeding in additional hair for length and thickness, which adds
weight to hair follicles. When your follicles are weighed down for long periods of time, that increases your risk of traction alopecia. To avoid creating tension that ends up in permanent damage, avoid keeping protective styles back to back. Remember that strained-out hair will look (and feel) stressed out. So, be kind to your hair.

BASIC HEALTHY HAIR CARE ROUTINE

1. SHAMPOO

Moisturizing shampoo: Use this product once or twice a week based on your schedule. The best moisturizing shampoos typically don't have ammonium or sodium lauryl sulfates, and will not leave your hair feeling tangled, stripped, or squeaky clean. Instead, they are just gentle cleansers that leave your hair feeling detangled and soft.

2. MOISTURIZING DEEP CONDITIONER

A good hair care routine should include a deep moisturizing conditioner. Moisturizing conditioners generally follow the moisturizing shampoo after every wash. It's recommended that you deep condition your hair once a week for up to 20 minutes, preferably with heat (in a hooded dryer). For those who wash their hair twice a week, only one of those washes should be followed by deep conditioning. You can simply apply the deep conditioner for about 15 to 20 minutes with or without the heat for that weekly wash. The time you deep condition your hair is all up to you.

3. PROTEIN-BASED TREATMENTS AND CONDITIONERS

These are primarily used for rebuilding the hair strands, and work best when they are integrated into an already high-moisture hair care routine. The frequency of using protein-based conditioners and treatments will largely depend on the strength of the product you're using and the amount of hair damage you're trying to correct. Note: If your hair feels dry or you notice breakage, then you should hold off on using protein conditioning. Be sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully when using these products. Some of the protein re-constructors have very specific directions for usage.

Choose a protein treatment on the mild end of the spectrum for light touch-ups. A protein treatment on the mid to heavy end of the spectrum is meant for more intense protein conditioning and is ideal for color-treated hair. Overall, protein re-constructors should be followed by a good moisturizing deep conditioner in order to restore the natural pliability and moisture of the hair.

4. LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER

These leave-in conditioners are largely optional but can be a helpful component of a healthy hair care regimen. Leave-in conditioners usually help with hair detangling especially after shampooing and conditioning, and can actually be used as water-based moisturizers for daily use.

5. WATER-BASED MOISTURIZER

Usually used for daily supplementation of moisture, the best water-based moisturizers don't contain petrolatum, mineral oil, or lanolin. Instead, they contain aloe or water as their first ingredient and often contain emollients and humectants that draw moisture into the hair to soften it. We recommend moisturizing your hair once or twice a day before bedtime and in the morning.

6. NATURAL OILS

Natural oils are commonly used to seal in the water-based moisturizer products and to help enhance the shine and pliability of hair. You simply need to first apply a small amount of the oil on the ends of the hair and then work your way up the hair strand. Some examples include olive oil, neem oil, argan oil, emu oil, coconut oil, jojoba oil, rosemary oil, tea tree oil, safflower oil, lanolin oil, sweet almond oil, vetiver oil, carrot oil, amla oil, and castor oil.

7. PROTECTIVE STYLING

If your goal is to grow long hair or retain your existing length, protective styling is an important part of any natural hair growth regimen. A protective style is any style that reduces hair combing or manipulation, keeps the hair up, off the shoulders, and cuts back on the use of heat. Spiral curls, buns, braids, and twist outs are good examples of popular protective styles.

Some women wear protective styles daily, while others reserve them for certain days during the week. For faster hair growth, keeping the ends of your hair protected from the various elements is crucial. Consequently, we highly recommend incorporating protective elements into your natural hair regimen.
DREADS FOR NATURAL HAIR

One of the most iconic hairstyles of all time is dreadlocks. Eye-catching, easy to maintain and full of attitude, dreads are not for the shy types! For natural hair, they are considered a protective style because they don’t require any chemicals to create. They also help the hair retain moisture, and don’t put too much stress on the scalp. Dreads also require lots of patience as they can take years to be fully complete.

CARE FOR YOUR DREADS

FIND A GOOD LOCKTICIAN

This is so important especially in your beginning stages of growing locks. You want a locktician that can give you great advice and recommend healthy products. If you’re cutting off the last of your perm and going natural so that you can start locking, or if you are twisting your already natural hair, please have a real conversation about your hair objectives and your desired look with your potential new stylist prior to them twisting your hair. Make sure you feel comfortable with her or him and get a sense of how knowledgeable they really are about dreadlocks. For example, a good locktician will share small but important details like the size of your initial twists is a good indication of the width of your final locks.

MASSAGE YOUR SCALP

Not only is it very relaxing, but it also stimulates hair growth. You’ll be surprised how the simple act of gently massaging your hair at night for about 5 minutes, will really help you achieve the beautiful hair growth. You’d be surprised how the simple act of gentle scalp massage can improve your hair growth.

DON’T OVER TWIST

We all like the fresh look of a retwist, but if done too often it can start to create breakage and not for the shy types! For natural hair, they are considered a protective style because they don’t require any chemicals to create. They also help the hair retain moisture, and don’t put too much stress on the scalp. Dreads also require lots of patience as they can take years to be fully complete.

MASSAGE YOUR SCALP

Not only is it very relaxing, but it also stimulates hair growth. You’ll be surprised how the simple act of gently massaging your hair at night for about 5 minutes, will really help you achieve the beautiful locks you desire.

NIGHT Time CARE

Just like with any other hairstyle, sleeping with a night scarf (a silk scarf to avoid breakage) is so important. Locs tend to shed a lot, and protecting your edges and your scalp is crucial. A silk nightcap helps keep the moisture in your hair and scalp, as well as protect your hair from pillow friction. A practice of never going to sleep without protecting your hair.

BE PATIENT

This isn’t a process that will happen overnight. Locking your hair is a journey, and it’s a little different for each person. Some people’s hair lock faster than others. Thicker hair tends to lock faster. The good thing is that if you nurture and take good care of your hair, then the growth will come.

HAIR CARE PRODUCTS FOR NATURAL HAIR

The secret to healthy Afro hair is all in the way you treat your tresses. Afro hair needs to be cleansed, hydrated and nourished on a regular basis for it to grow healthy and retain length. If the right products and tools are used, damaged curls can bounce back to life, stronger than ever. Here are some great natural hair products we have tried and tested.

TASALA TRUTH DETANGLING SHAMPOO

The truth: you can never have enough detangling products to cut your time in half. That’s why starting your wash and detangling process of your natural hair with a detangling shampoo is essential. Start your hair care routine with a detangling sulphate free shampoo to cleanse your hair of build-up and restore hydration.

CAROL’S DAUGHTER COCO CREAME PARABEN FREE COIL ENHANCING MOISTURE BUTTER

Naturalistas know: keeping your curls moisturized is #1 of the top ten curly hair commandments. This butter cream keeps dryness at bay, but also adds the most amazing definition to your curls. Whether you’re styling your twist-out, braid-out, or bantu knock-out, ladder this through each section to enhance your curl pattern.

ORIBE PRIMING LOTION LEAVE-IN CONDITIONING DETANGLER

“Detangling can be a hassle and sometimes a chore, but your mane will endure way less breakage if you use this priming lotion. You don’t have to put your poor tender scalp through hell anymore because its nourishing blend of papaya and mango seed butters will stop the snagging. Raking your comb through your hair shaft from root to tip will feel so much easier once you’ve applied this detangling primer.”

CAROL’S DAUGHTER BLACK VANILLA LEAVE IN CONDITIONER

If your hair starts to get dry and brittle as soon as the weather changes, this weightless leave-in, formulated with a nourishing blend of wheat protein and pro-vitamin B5, will help to strengthen the hair, so you can avoid breakage while detangling.

JAMAICAN BLACK CASTOR OIL

Jamaican black castor oil is a popular sealant among naturals, but it works especially well for those with thick natural hair because of its dense texture. Ideally best used while the hair is still wet, like all sealants, the thickness of this product insures that your hair is locking in moisture and retains moisture. And while there’s no scientific proof just yet, some say rubbing it into the scalp could help to promote hair growth.

CANTU GROW STRONG STRENGTHENING TREATMENT

Made with pure shea butter, Cantu’s strengthening treatment does exactly what it says on the tin. It prevents breakages before they even start, meaning Afro hair can grow strong whether it’s natural or chemically processed. Use a small amount of this versatile treatment to style and strengthen your strands on a daily basis or apply a generous amount overnight, for a deeper hit of hydration and protection.

ARAMI COCONUT OIL

The benefits of coconut oil cannot be underestimated. When it comes to hair, coconut oil has amazing benefits. It hydrates and forms a restorative hair mask and also gives the hair a glossy look. It is also wonderful for all kinds of skin and is particularly a great treatment for eczema. As skin can be quite dry and itchy, coconut oil can help improve the appearance of skin.

APHOGEE TWO STEP TREATMENT PROTOCOL

Another favorite of curly girls, this two-step treatment will rebuild the hair structure with its unique formula of magnesium and modified proteins. A powerful protein treatment will restore your hair’s elasticity while softening those brittle and dry strands that have been damaged by chemical services and heat. It even helps to remove mineral deposits from swimming pools and hard water.
Dear Pastor,

Thank you for acknowledging my letter on Heaven, Hell and Here. This time I am writing on why I sell, call merchandising in the house of God.

There are very few times when we see Jesus angry. I found a glaring one in Matthew 21. Jesus went into the temple in Jerusalem and He saw that it had been converted into a market. People were trading there, the money-changers had set up their Bureau De Change while others were marketing doves. Jesus was so cross, He picked up a whip and began to drive the people out. He even overturned their tables!

According to Sir, truth be told, under this harsh economic climate, a lot of us choose the churches we attend for material reasons. And while there, we look out for opportunities to network for business. I ask myself, am I not merchandising in the house of God?

But the merchants are not just the congregants; the wheeling and dealing is also coming from the pulpit. It appears to be the fallout of what is popularly known as the “prosperity gospel.”

In ‘The Seduction of the Nigerian Church’, authors Gary Maxey and Peter Ozodo identify the prosperity gospel as part of what has derailed us. This gospel, originating from the American church, puts undue emphasis on material riches. Does God laugh? Does He prosper? From my study of Scripture, I would say ‘Absolutely’! But the message that equates God’s blessing mainly with financial increase is flawed. The greatest prosperity is that of the soul. Then there is health, before materialities. Prosperity, is, in itself, not wrong, it is our priorities that are misplaced.

A friend of mine is a manager in one of the small banks. I have been trying to get him to come to our church but he says he cannot see himself worshipping in a ‘market place’. He disclosed that one of the churches in Nigeria has almost 7 billion naira in a fixed deposit in his bank – which is not even their main account. He struggles to reconcile the extravagant lifestyle of some church leaders with the teachings and example of Jesus.

So what should we do with our material possessions? C.S. Lewis says:

“...The only safe rule is to give more than we can spare. If our charity does not call at all on pincher or hamper, we should tell them they are too small. There ought to be things we should like to do and cannot do because our charitable expenditure excludes them.”

Our charity could include feeding the poor, clothing the naked, visiting the prisoners and running shelters for the homeless. We can also set up affordable schools and hospitals like the early missionaries or vocational centres to train men and women in practical skills.

When I bought my aunt to church. She was enjoying the service until you began to call people out to give amounts of money. I became so embarrassed that I backed my disgraceful with Scriptures with the one that says our right hand should not know what our left hand is doing. She felt we were being pressured whereas the Bible says God loves a cheerful giver. Then, she cited the exclusive club of the rich in church – this privileged group who have express access to church leadership – but our charity condemns preferential treatment in the house of God.

The issue of paying tithes is another thing. As for me, since I discovered from the Bible that we can give either to the orphans, strangers or widows, I have put my elderly, widowed mother on a monthly stipend. Finally, sir, we all need to be reminded that we cannot buy favours from God by emptying our pockets. It’s our hearts He is looking for.

We would do well to rethink our steps, put an end to transactions in the house of God and any place where people connect with God through prayer. Let me sign off here sir, please expect my next letter with your kind approval.

Yours Faithfully,

[Signature]

This page contains some content that is not in the original text. It appears to be a continuation of a letter discussing materialism and religion. The text is not entirely clear, and it seems to be a mix of text and some missing content.

—

Crescendo Avenue

Crescendo Avenue, in honor of its 20th anniversary, Crescendo Avenue Collezione has relocated. The history of Crescendo Avenue dates back to 1902, when it was a small cologne for gentlemen. Drawing inspiration from the life of Emperor Napoleon, this cologne embodied the traits of courage, vision and strength. The Crescendo Avenue Collezione is an advertisement that unites two famous perfumes, with notes of pine, lavender, bergamot, black currant and apple. It is packed in a dusky blue metallic bottle and adorned with a label that resembles the lettering of an angel’s wings.

Alexander J. - Rose d’Alba

Rose Alba is inspired by the story of Cleopatra who used to seduce Marc Antony. In fact, the rose was widely used in ancient culture due to its beauty, and it is believed that women used rose perfumes to protect and allure their lovers. The scent is now granted to the famous rose of: wild rose and rosehip. A white musk and peach for intense and a rose leading to a base of sandalwood, heliotrope, musk and vanilla. The fragrance comes with a golden metal label showing the name of the fragrance.

Muras - Revitalize

Muras Revitalize, the new cologne by速度, is a product that can be used to seduce Marc Apollos. In fact, the rose is widely used in ancient culture due to its beauty, and it is believed that women who used rose perfumes were powerful, seductive and irresistible. The scent is now granted to the famous rose of: wild rose and rosehip. A white musk and peach for intense and a rose leading to a base of sandalwood, heliotrope, musk and vanilla. The fragrance comes with a golden metal label showing the name of the fragrance.

Flori Roberts - Enlightening Skin Perfecting System

Flori Roberts Skin Perfecting System is the most revolutionary and effective solution for deep skin tones. It naturally brightens, dramatically and lasts six times longer than leading products.

Ajmal - Purely Oriental

In each 75ml bottle, Ajmal Purely Oriental Collection celebrates the artistry and history of the Orient. The collection is inspired by the deep, rich and complex culture of traditional Arabic perfume. Each bottle is a unique blend of ingredients that have been used for centuries.

Colours of Life

with Koko Kalango

LETTERS TO THE PASTOR (2)

On Merchandising in the House of God
Maxi Dress With No Rules

The great thing about maxi dresses are that they can be worn day to night - dress them down during the day with some cute little flat sandals and dress them up for a night on the town with some snappy heels and some cute accessories! Either way, a maxi dress is a summer must. Here are some style tips on how to wear maxi dresses and feel confident and beautiful.

BY FUNMI BA & KILEY 

Textile & Style

It's commonly believed that numbers can only be worn with flats. But the rise of the leopard has always been a hit. For those who don't feel like a Frankenstein and are afraid to walk around in the long length of a maxi dress, a skirt is perfect! To add an extra pop to the look, add a jean jacket and complete the look. The jean jacket not only gives the dress a shorter length, but also adds a pop of color to the outfit. If you're feeling adventurous, add a little black or white on the sides, but make sure it's not too much or you'll look like a clown.

Maxi dress with no rules

A little black or white can add a little extra pop to the look. Whether you choose to add a little black or white, make sure it's not too much or you'll look like a clown. A little black or white can add a little extra pop to the look. Whether you choose to add a little black or white, make sure it's not too much or you'll look like a clown.
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